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Online retailer Farfetch saw its gross merchandise value exceed $3 billion, noting in its financial results for the full
year ended Dec. 31 2020.

Farfetch's 2020 revenue increased 64 percent year-over-year to $1.7 billion and saw strong Q4 2020 gross
merchandise value and digital platform growth with an increase of 43 percent and 49 percent year-over-year,
respectively, to highs of $1.1 billion and $939 million. The report comes on the heels of Farfetch continuing to add
new features to enhance customer experience.

"2020 put the Farfetch platform to the test, but thanks to our robust capabilities, resilient operations and utmost
perseverance from our more than 5,000 Farfetchers, we rose to the challenge and enabled our nearly 1,400
marketplace sellers and Farfetch Platform Solutions clients to continually serve millions of luxury consumers
across the globe," said Jos Neves, founder, chairman and CEO of Farfetch, in a statement.

Fetching forward
Q4 2020 revenue for the retailer increased 41 percent year-over-year to $540 million. Third-party transactions
generated 84 percent of the digital platform gross merchandise value at a take rate of 28.8 percent in Q4.

Last year, more than 1,350 Farfetch marketplace sellers sold products, from more than 3,500 brands. Consumers
also enjoyed new customer experience features including shipment tracking, virtual try-ons and style advisor
services.
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The Farfetch landing page for women's  wear will lead to products  options  from more than 3,500 brands . Image courtesy of Farfetch

The retailer has also expanded partnerships, exclusively partnering last month with Italian fashion house Dolce &
Gabbana for its men's fall/winter 2021 digital show.

Next month, Farfetch will fully launch luxury shopping channels on Alibaba's platforms, Tmall Luxury Pavilion and
Luxury Soho, China's premier luxury and luxury outlet destination within the Tmall marketplace, as well as Alibaba's
cross-border marketplace Tmall Global.

The new channels will expand the reach of Farfetch's global luxury platform to Alibaba's 757 million consumers,
providing luxury labels with new opportunities to elevate their brand awareness, while also significantly expanding
their addressable market of luxury consumers (see story).

"As we enter 2021, I am more energized than ever by the prospects of leveraging our incredible achievements to date
and our unique platform capabilities to go after the significant growth opportunities we see in our vision to be a
digital enabler connecting the creators, curators and consumers of the global luxury industry, both online and
offline," Mr. Neves said.
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